RDA Fast Track April 2017 - Summary Notes

The following notes provide a summary of RDA Fast Track changes affecting British Library cataloguing workflows. These changes are implemented by the April 2017 Release of the RDA Toolkit. Notes on fast track changes include the instruction labels and numbers affected. Changes which involve examples are not included in the summary.

Monographs / Multipart / Serials / Music / Cartographic / Early Printed Resources

Changes to instructions on capitalizing French names, titles and other miscellaneous words in Appendix A (A.40.1 – A.40.9).

Monographs

Change to Variant Access Point Representing an Expression of a Legal Work (6.29.3.4) which removes the reference to Authorized Access Point Representing the Family (10.11.1).

Authority Control

Change to Relationship Designators to Relate Corporate Bodies to Persons (K.4.1) which adds “sponsor of” as a new relationship.